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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a mapping from a neighborhood 0’ of zero in [w” into R”. We assume 
that F is C’ (Y = 1, 2,...) and that F(0) - 0. A submanifold C of Rn, passing 
through zero, is said to be invariant under the mapping F if there exists a small 
neighborhood V of zero in U such that F(x) belongs to C for x belonging to the 
intersection of V and C. Clearly, the tangent space L, of C at zero is invariant 
under DF(O), the derivative of F at zero. The concept of invariant manifolds plays 
an important role in the general study of dynamical systems and bifurcation 
theory (cf. [I, 2,3,4]). For example, a center manifold for a given mapping F: U+ Iw” 
with F(0) - 0 is an invariant submanifold, passing through zero, such that its 
tangent space at zero is the generalized eigenspace of DF(0) belonging to the 
part of the eigenvalues on the unit circle. 
Whether there exists an invariant manifold with prescribed invariant tangent 
space is a difficult question. It is well known [I, 21 that center manifolds always 
exist. Taken’s paper [5] suggests that invariant subspaces L, of DF(0) which are 
not tangent to any invariant submanifolds of F do exist for certain mappings F. 
Given an invariant subspace& of DF(O), there may exist more than one invariant 
manifold of F whose tangent spaces at zero are L, . For example, the mapping 
F(c) = ( a’$;Z)) : U+ R2 with U = {(x, y) E lR2 I - 1 < x < l} has a one- 
parameter family C, of center manifolds. Here C, :- ((x, y) E R2 ( y - 0, 
x > o> u ((x,y)E R2 1 y ~ 0121/=,x <O}. 
Suppose C1 , C, are two submanifolds of class Cr in BP passing through zero. 
We say C, is in contact to C, of order s (S < r) at zero if there exists a coordinate 
system (x, y) around zero with (x, y)(O) = 0 such that each Ci is represented 
by the graph of some 0’ function y = fE(x) and Dufi(O) = D”fi(O) for u < S. 
It is not hard to show that this definition of contact is independent of the choice 
of coordinate system. Thus, the concept of contact has intrinsic geometrical 
meaning. For instance, two submanifolds arc in contact to order 1 if and only if 
they have the same tangent space at zero. 
If we examine the mapping F@) = <“‘,‘L~‘) more closely, we find that all 
center manifolds are in contact with each other to infinite order. Therefore, it is 
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natural to ask the question: Are invariant submanifolds always in contact to 
each other to a certain large order if they are tangent to each other at zero? 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that this question has an affirmative 
answer under a reasonable condition on DF(0). In other words, we have the 
following weak uniqueness theorem for invariant submanifolds for mappings. 
Again, let F be a CT mapping from a neighborhood of zero in UP into UP with 
F(0) = 0. Denote by h, ,..., X, the eigenvalues of DF(0). Suppose L, is a c- 
dimensional invariant subspace and the restriction OF(O) 1 L, of DF(0) on L, 
has eigenvalues hr ,..., h, . 
THEOREM 1. In the situation described above. If Aj # A;1 ... A? for any j > c 
and nonnegative integers n1 ,..., n, with n, + .** + n, < s then any two Cs 
invariant submanifolds of F (s < r) with the same tangent space L, at zero are in 
contact at zero to order s. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose F is a CT mapping from a neighborhood of zero in Rn 
into W with F(0) = 0. Then, any two Cr center manifolds of F are in contact at 
zero to order r. 
Now, let X = F(X) b e a Cr autonomous differential system on Iw” with 
F(0) = 0. A submanifold C of UP is said to be invariant under the system 
X=F(X)‘f h r w enever a solution of 8 = F(X) has initial data in C, it remains 
in C for small time (positive and negative). The weak uniqueness theorem of 
invariant submanifolds for vector fields is also valid, and it can be obtained 
as a corollary of Theorem 1 by considering suitable time t map of the system 
8 = F(X). Denote by pr ,..., p,, the eigenvalues of DF(0). Suppose L, is a 
c-dimensional invariant subspace of DF(0) and the restriction DF(0) 1 L, of 
DF(0) on L, has eigenvalues pr ,..., pG . 
COROLLARY 2. In the situation described above. If c~j # n,pl + ... + ncpe 
for any j > c and nonnegative integers n, ,..., n, with n1 + ... + n, < s then 
any C” invariant submanifolds of 8 = F(X) (s < r) with the same tangent space 
L, at zero are in contact at zero to order s. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 1 into two sections. In Section 2, we reduce 
Theorem 1 to a problem about uniqueness of solutions for certain linear systems 
(Lemma 1). In Section 3, we prove the uniqueness of solutions for the linear 
system mentioned in Section 2. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Denote by @ the complex number field; a function f = “(fi ,..., fa) from Cb 
into @” is called a homogeneous polynomial in x = t(~l ,..., xb) of degree d if 
each component function fi off is a homogeneous polynomial in x1 ,..., xb of 
degree d. 
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Suppose L is a c x c matrix (over C) with eigenvalues A, ,..., A, and H is an 
h x h matrix (over C) with eigenvalues h,+1 ,..., A,,, . The following lemma is 
needed in the proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove this lemma in the next section. 
LEMMA 1. lfhj # AT1 ... h?for any j > c and nonnegative integers n, ,..., n, 
with n, + ... + n, = s then w(Lx) - Hw = 0 implies w = 0 for any given 
homogeneous polynomial w = t(~l ,..., wh) in x = “(xl ,..., x,) of degree s (s 3 1). 
Now we give the proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume the system takes the form: 
F(.x) ~(Lx+Ko~+P,(s,w)+~‘~+P,(x,w)+v(lXI’;)~~ 
HUJ + Qz(x, w> + .*. + Qs(x, w) + o(l X I”) 
Here x = t(~l ,..., xc), w = t(~l ,..., wh), X = “(x1 ,..., x, , w1 ,..., wJ, and / X 1 
denotes the standard Euclidean norm of the column vector X in RC+h. The 
matrix L has eigenvalues Ai,..., A,, and the matrix H has eigenvalues A,,, ,...,hc+h. 
pi(x, w> and Qi( x, w are homogeneous polynomials in x, w of degree i. In ) 
this coordinate system (x, w), any given invariant submanifold C with tangent 
space L, at zero can be represented as the graph of certain 0 function w = W(X) 
near zero. Write W(X) = OP) + ... + &) + o(I X I”), where each w@) is a 
homogeneous polynomial in x of degree i. We shall show that these w(s),..., W(S) 
are uniquely determined by the mapping F. 
C is an invariant submanifold of the mapping F. Thus, we have 
w(Lx+Kw+...+o(lXIS))=H~+Q,(x,w)-t -~~+Qs(~,~)+~(lXl~). (1)
Comparing terms of the same degree on both sides of Eq. (1) we get the following 
linear systems (2) ,..., (s) in 0.~~~) ,..., wcs). 
wf2’(Lx) = Hw’~’ + [Q2(x, O)]‘2’, (2) 
W’k’(LX) + [W@l)(LX + KfJP~ + P2(x, O))]‘“’ 
+ *-* + [w’2)(Lx + KoP--ll + P2(x, f.G-21) + **. + P,&x, O))]‘“’ 
(4 
= HuJ’“’ + [Q2(x, ~[~---l])](~) + *-- + [Qk(X, o)lck’. 
Here for a given function s(x), [s(x)](“) denotes the sum of those terms in the 
Taylor series expansion of s(x) of degree i and [s(~~)][~l = [S(X)](‘) + [S(X)]“’ + 
... + [s(x)](i). In order to get equations (2),..., (s), one needs only to observe that 
[&(s(x))]‘“’ = l~(j)(s(x)“-j+l,)l’“) ;: ; z ;; 
[pj(x, w(x))]‘“’ = g-3”> ~[z-llYz) for j < 1, 
for j>2; 
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and 
for j d 1, 
for j > 1. 
Equations (2),..., (s) can be written in a slightly more compact form as equations 
(Z’),..., (s’). 
wc2’(Lx) - Hw’~) = [Q2(x, O)]‘2’, w 
w’“‘(Lx) - Hw’k” = G&x, w(2) ,,.., w(~c-~‘), (4 
Here the coefficients of the polynomial G, are determined by K and the coeffi- 
cients of Q2 ,..., QZk , P2 ,..., Pk-1 only. 
Applying Lemma I to Eq. (27, we prove that OJ(~) is uniquely determined. 
Applying Lemma 1 to Eq. (3’), we prove that OJ(~) is uniquely determined. 
Continuing in this way, we conclude that OJ(~),..., &) are uniquely determined. 
Hence, we have completed the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
We prove Lemma 1 by induction on the size c of the matrix L. Thus, there 
are two steps we need to consider. 
Step 1. We claim that Lemma 1 is valid provided that the size of the matrix 
L in Lemma 1 is one. Now, Lx is equal to hx for some h E @ w(Lx) = HW 
implies hsw = Hw. By assumptions in Lemma 1, we know h8 is not an eigenvalue 
of H. Consequently w is equal to zero. 
Step 2. Suppose Lemma 1 is valid for L with size smaller than c (c > 2). 
We show that Lemma 1 is also valid forL with size c. Without loss of generality 
we assume that L is in Jordan canonical form. Denote by J(h; m) the Jordan 
block of size m. That is, 
h 1 
x 1 0 
x 
h 1 
0 h xm . 
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If L = (,” J(LJ3 write (t JcnL,) = (f z). Thus, z = (t J(A;L-lJ, e = t(O,..., 1) 
for m > 1, and e = 0 for m = 1. Denote by 5 the last variable in x and f the 
remaining variables. The equation w(Lx) - HW = 0 now reads: 
C.&X” + et, At) - Hw(Z, 5) = 0, (a) 
set 5 = 0 and ~(5) = w(x, 0). Equation (a) becomes G&&Z) - H~z(P) = 0. 
Using the induction hypothesis, we find that ~(2) is equal to zero. Therefore w 
is of the form &Z(Z, 5) for some homogeneous polynomial ~(5, 5) in f, 5. Putting 
c&(2, 5) into Eq. (a), we find that $G@f + et, Xc) - HLi(f, [)I = 0. If h is 
equal to zero, then H is nonsingular (by assumption). Hence w = [ir, = 5 . O=O. 
If A # 0, then Li(!?Z + et, h<) - h-i H&(5?, 5) = 0. In other words, &;(a, 5) 
satisfies Eq. (a) with H replaced by PH. Since h-5$ # X;l ... X2 for anyj > c 
and nonnegative integers n, ,..., n, with n, + ... + n, = s - 1, we can repeat 
the same arguments and find that 5 divides &. Consequently, w is of the form 
w = pu* with WRECK and w* satisfies the equation UJ* - PHw* = 0. 
Since X* is not an eigenvalue of H, we conclude w = [%* = 5” . 0 = 0. Thus, 
the proof of Step 2 is complete. 
Remark 1. The converse of Lemma 1 is valid. Hence our assumptions 
in the weak uniqueness theorem for invariant submanifolds are the best in a 
certain sense. 
Remark 2. Although the weak uniqueness theorem for vector fields is obtained 
as a corollary of Theorem 1, a direct proof which is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 1 can be obtained easily. For instance, one needs the following lemma, 
which is an analog of Lemma 1 in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let pcL1 , p2 ,..., p,, be as in Corollary 2 and let W, L, H, x be as in 
Lemma 1. If pj # n,pL, f ... + ncp, for j > c and nonnegative integers n, ,..., n, 
with n, + ... + n, = s, then (&/ax)Lx - HW = 0 implies w = 0 for any 
given homogeneous polynomial w in x of degree s. 
Remark 3. When one restricts a system E: k = F(x) on a certain invariant 
submanifold C, then usually the phase protrait of this restricted system near 
zero E 1 C: Y = p(Y) depends only on the first k terms in the Taylor series 
expansion of E( Y) around zero for some positive number k. In order to compute 
those first k terms it suffices to know the first (k - 1) terms w(i),..., &-l) of 
the given invariant submanifold. The direct proof of Corollary 2 mentioned 
in Remark 2 shows that we can determine those w(a),..., Jk-l) by solving a 
sequence of linear equations (&(“)/a~) Lx - HJs) = Gs(x, cP,..., w(+l)). 
Consequently the direct proof of Corollary 2 may be used in a practical problem 
(cf. [61). 
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